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Divergence in Styles Seen
In Modern Jazz Quartet
By FRIT Z H O LM Q U IST
The Lawrence campus w ill soon be privileged to
hear one of the most stim ulating instrumental groups
in all of American music and most certainly in the
w'orld of jazz. On Friday, Feb. 23, the Modern Jazz
Quartet will give a concert at 8:30 p.m. in the chapel.
Since its inception in 1952,
the group has sustained only
one change in personnel, that
of the substitution of drum 
mer Connie Kay for Kenny
Clarke. This period of "to 
getherness” is quite a phe
nomenon among jazz com
binations. It would logically
seem that the musicians in
volved had sim ilar back
grounds and musical ideas
that would result in such a
long period of continuous
playing. A look at the indivi
dual musicians shows this is
not true.
Milt Jackson
Milt Jackson, the vibra
phone player, has consistent
ly won m any awards and
plaudits and is considered the
best vibes player in jazz. His
background and musical heri
tage is perhaps best summed
up by the great trumpeter
Dizzy Gillespie when he said,
“ Milt is sanctified. That’s
why he plays so soulful. His
whole family is sanctified.”
Jackson was raised in the
Church of God in .Christ
These churches arc character
ized by the emphasis on m u
sic as a method of “ release.”
Collectively and individually
the congregation releases the
innermost spirit only to re
ceive strength in the over
whelming joy of each other.
From these churches also
emanate some of the most
swinging and frenzied gospel
singing.
With this sociological back
ground and its stimulus to
self-expression, the soulful
playing of Milt Jackson has
evolved. O t h e r characteris
tics of his playing are his
amazing sense of pitch and
his more than adequate tech
nique. His style has evolved
into more melodic and har
monic approach as compared
to the more percussive sound
of Lionel Hampton.
John Lewis
The pianist and musical di
rector of the group is John
Lewis. Although he is a high
ly respected pianist, he is
perhaps most outstanding as
one of the most brilliant and
original composers in jazz.
He is one of the innovators of
what has been coined “ Third
Stream Music.” This type of
music designates an attempt
to fuse the essential spirit
and freedom of jazz with the
STUDENT-FACULTY
SQUARE D ^N C E
Friday is the big night
for
the
student-faculty
square dance. It will take
place in the Viking room
from 9 to 12 p.m. and is
sponsored by the union
committee.
Mr. and Mrs. Leathernam , professional callers,
with Mr. Cole of the Law
rence faculty, will provide
fun for all.
Everybody forget those
study blues and come!
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SPECIAL ISSUE
SATURDAY
A special issue of the
Lawrentian on Saturday
will carry the results of
tomorrow’s election.

classical forms of composi
tion. Although this movement
is actually only in the embryo
stage, it has achieved many
successes. Thus, Lewis com
positions combine the stand
ard “ story-telling” technique
inherent in disciplined classi
cal forms with the more emo
tionally elemental “ message”
inherent in jazz improvisa
tion.
Completing the quartet is
the outstanding bassist Percy
Heath. He is perhaps one of
the most recorded bassists
in jazz, being in constant de
m and for recording dates
when the quartet is not on
tour. His playing is charact
erized by an amazing tech
nique and a full, round tone.

JOHN DAVIDSON

Adequate Freedom

SANDY FORD

“ No, not actually. It may
not sound or look like it
when you’re listening out
front because it’s all so well
planned, but I still get to play
more or less what I want to
play. I ’m related. I ’ve always
been able to adjust myself to
a situation. When I first join
ed the M JQ, there were times
when I looked at the planning
as a handicap, but now I ’ve
come to look on it as an asset.
In terms of business, and m u
sically too, discipline can be
a good thing, and having been
under discipline can help you
when you do let loose.”
Apparently the jazz public
agrees with Jackson that
there is adequate freedom for
self-expression. The group's
popularity is not limited to
t h e conservatory - trained
elite. On the contrary, it has
won virtually all polls of the
public and critics alike.
One of the m ain attractions
of the coming concert is the
program of selections. These
will be a very representative
collection of the group’s rep
ertoire, and will show the lis
tener the jazz of today and
very possibly the shape of the
jazz of tomorow.
Tickets are now on sale at
Bellings. It is hoped that the
student backing will be en
thusiastic in order that attrac
tions of this caliber will con
tinue.

By AL SALTZSTE1N
Lawrence students will go to the polls tomorrow to
select the new president of the Student Executive Coun
cil, and to vote on a proposed amendment to the gov
erning body’s constitution increasing the Council’s leg
islative power somewhat.
The election is the first in
three years to offer the voter
a choice of candidates. Ju n 
ior John Davidson and soph
omores Sandy Ford and Joe
Lubenow have been placed on
the ballot after submitting a
petition
cotnaining
fifty
names each to the Council
Monday n i g h t .
Elizabeth
Cole, a previously announced
candidate, withdrew from the
rare Tuesday night.
POLLING HOURS
Conservatory —
8 a.m. to 12 noon
Main Hall—
8 a.m. to 12 noon
Union—
1:30 to 3:30 p.m.
If no candidate secures
a majority on Friday, a
run off election will be
held Saturday at the same
locations and times.

Connie Kay on the drums,
although initially a letdown
from the offerings of his predessor Kenny Clarke, has
evolved into an ideal drum 
mer for the group. He is able
to provide the propulsive
drive and is also able to
transform the drums into a
melodic instrument able to
perform the intricate Lewis
compositions without being a
hindrance.
In view of the divergent
styles of backgrounds of the
two most important men,
Jackson and Lewis, how is it
that the group has stayed to
gether and played with such
success? The question is per
haps best answered by Ja ck 
son, who is often asked if the
musical format of the group
holds him down.

Davidson, Ford and Lubenow
Petition lor Presidency

JO E LUBENOW

Music Calendar
Monday, Feb. 19
Chamber Music series, Iowa
String Quartet 8:15, Harper
Hall.
Thursday, Feb. 22
Junior piano recital, Mary
Mathem, Virginia Montgom
ery, 8:15, Harper.
Friday, Feb. 23
Modern Jazz Quartet, Chap
el, 8:15.
Friday, Feb. 23
Student recital, 8:15, Har
per.
Sunday, Feb. 25
Senior piano recital, An
drea Matthias, 8:15 Harper.

The new constitution re
quires a majority of those vo
ting for election. If no such
majority is reached in the
Friday election, a run-off be
tween the two with the high
est candidates will be held on
Saturday.
The amendment proposes
to change Article III section 3
of the Constitution to read,
“ The duties of the Represent
ative Council shall be to leg
islate on matters pertaining
to the interests of the student
b o d y ” This section n o w
reads: “ The duties of the leg
islative council shall be to
legislate on matters pertain
ing to the interests of the Stu
dent Body where they do not
interfere with the national
obligations of the groups so
obligated.” The referendum
must be accepted by a twothirds vote of those voting to
be passed.
All three candidates are
delegates to the council at
present and have been active
in the legislative body this
semester. All have cam paign
ed vigorously including parti
cipation in this m orning’s
SEC convocation.
John Davidson
Davidson is a member of
Beta Theta Pi, and has rep
resented that group in SEC
for the past semester. He is
also a member of the En
campment steering
board,
the New Student Week com
mittee, and is a perspective
student guide. He is also a
member of the swimming
team.
,
Davidson calls his platform
progressive rather than lib
eral or conservative. He feels
that “ by proper set up of pol
icy, the attitudes within and
toward the SEC can be im 
proved and, as a result of
this, the SEC can be the prop
er channel for activities con
cerning the welfare of the stu
dent body and of the college
as a whole.”
Davidson views the job of
the president as that of a
coordinator rather than a
moderator. It is these func
tions that he will strive to in
crease if elected. “ If elected,
I would like to see a greater
diffusion of the president’s
power. I hope to increase the
number of people involved in
SEC and the powers delegat
ed to these people” he stated.
Sandy Ford
Ford has been an Indepen
dent delegate to the legisla
tive council since September.

He is the author of the refer
endum on tomorrow’s ballot,
Sandy is active in the drama
department, and participated
in the last two theater pro
ductions.
He views the job of presi
dent as one centralization of
power within existing frame
work of the body. He hopes
to revise the present repre
sentation system to include
faculty members and class
representatives in an effort to
“ give the SEC more power in
student affairs. Specifically
he feels that “ an honors sys
tem, and some student ac
cess to the J-Board proceed
ings are essential to good stu
dent government.”
Joe Lubenow
Lubenow is a voting repre
sentative of Phi Delta Theta.
Last spring he was elected by
an all-school vote as the Law
rence delegate to the Nation
al Student Association confer
ence in Madison. He also has
been a member of LUC for
two years. He is a varsity
wrestler, and has achieved
high honors.
Joe feels that "The direct
ion the SEC is headed at this
time is crucial because of the
recent discussions of the re
lation of the student to the
administration and the total
school community. One func
tion of student government
that has not been emphasized
enough is that of communica
tion with the faculty control
groups. I feel that the SEC
should strive for more re
sponsibility in these areas.”
he stated.
The polls will be open F ri
day in Main Hall lobby on
the first floor and at the con
servatory entrance from 8 a.
m. to 12 noon. In the after
noon, polling will take place
in the Union entrance from
1:30 to 4:30 p.m. In the event
of a Saturday run-off, the
polls will be placed in the
same locations at the same
times.
The results of tomorrow's
voting will be announced in a
special issue of the Lawren
tian Saturday afternoon. The
inauguration of the new pres
ident will take place Monday
at 8:30 in the Terrace Room
of the Union.

Dean Tells SEC
Only 100 on Pro
Dean Venderbush declared
at Monday night’s SEC meet
ing that the number of stu
dents on academic probation
“ barely approaches 100.”
Offering more figures, the
dean stated that six students
were dropped, 21 advised to
withdraw, and four given
warning. Of the number on
probation, only one of these
remained on probation from
last semester.
President Doug G rim an
nounced that petitions for
SEC
committee
chairmen
will be due Monday, Feb. 26.
Those who petiton are ex
pected to have one semester
of experience on the com
mittee for which they peti
tion.
Questionnaires regarding an
honor system are being circu
lated this week to study the
feasibility of such a plan at
Lawrence. The results will be
compiled and examined by
an SEC committee organized
recently for the purpose.

Uf t e
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M ARD I GRAS DANCE
Don’t forget the informal
Mardi Gras dance spon
sored by the social com
mittee from 9:30 to 1 Sat
urday night. Costumes are
suggested but not required
for admission.
Two bands will provide
entertainment for the New
Orleans
garden
party
theme.

Professor Koffka
To Speak in Convo
Professor Elisabeth Koffka
will speak in convocation on
Thursday, Feb. 22 Her topic
will be “ National Mentali
ties,” considering the nation
al mentalities of Germany,
France, and Italy.
Mrs. Koffka believes that
mistakes in United States
foreign policy are often due
to the failure of our policy
makers to recognize the fact
that national mentalities have
an important and often de
termining effect upon foreign
policies. We tend to concen
trate on the effect of the in
ternational situation on the
policy of a nation. The in
fluence which a specific na
tional mentality has on the
formulation of the policy of
that nation is often disregard
ed
Mrs. Koffka is the New
York foundation visiting pro
fessor of history.
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Platforms of the SEC President Candidates
SANDY FORD
I do not presume that the
following five planks of my
plaiform are final answers
to the problems that I brought
up in convocation. Further
more, 1 do not feel that they
can be achieved in a short
space of time. To make them
meaningful will require a
gradual evolution of student,
faculty and administration at
titudes. Moreover, it may be
come evident in the process
of evolution, that some of
these ideas are not feasible.
However, I feel that they are
a beginning for the achieve
ment of meaningful student
government at Lawrence. I
hope that as president, I
could begin to achieve the
enactment of some of them.
I. Give SEC effective p(Aver.
II. Centralize the diverse
student control boards into
|M>werful organization.
III. Make the faculty vot
ing members of SEC.
IV. Give the students more
control over their own af
fairs.
V Rearrange the represen
tation in SEC by electing the
representatives from the va
rious classes.
JA M ES A. FORD. JR .
JOHN DAVIDSON
One of the most criticized
aspects of student govern
ment at Lawrence is that of
attitude; attitude represent-

ing not only the natural trials
of effective discussion in SEC
but the attitude towards SEC
itself Many ideas have come
up concerning ways to recti
fy this situation, but in all of
these there has been little con
cern for valid methods of rec
tification.
The constitution of the Stu
dent Body of Lawrence states
that ‘‘The purpose of this or
ganization is to represent ef
fectively the best interests of
the Students of Lawrence
College . . . and to provide a
control and co-ordination of
Student Body Activities.” I
offer the following as postu
lates of my platform:
1. Increased co-ordination
and cohesion within SEC will
bring inner changes in atti
tude. If the bonds connecting
its functions are made strong
er and more numerous, then
the organization gains unity
and properly channeled em 
phasis.
2. The interests of the stu
dents at Lawrence necessar
ily involve those of the col
lege community as a whole.
There must be further inter
action of this college’s three
divisions (faculty, adminis
tration, and student body) to
bring about equalization of
communication and realiza
tion of the views of the con
cerned divisions.
3
Any government must
provide in the best possible

way for the following things:
A. A precise and simple
system of direction for top
ics of concern
B. A means of confining
these issues in order to
achieve rapid (and in our
case, democratic) action
and to have the issue in
question within well-defin
ed limits of discussion
SEC can be improved in its
ability to cope effectively
with these issues.
Taken by themselves, these
postulates seem quite ab
stract. However, if methods
and steps were taken to in
sure that SEC could begin to
approach a stronger and more
stable position at Lawrence,
then respect, enthusiasm and
the capacity to be the quick
est, most effective and most
valid means of opening up
concerns of the campus could
be realized by this organiza
tion
I am deeply involved
in this possibility. In my
speech I outlined the policies
which might bring about the
change in the position of SEC.
If it happens, then SEC is
truly and finally completely
functional on this campus.
There is definitely a place for
it; but this cannot be ap
proached until you yourselv
es feel the same enthusiasm
that I have for it. If you feel
that it has potential, then it
Is up to all of us to pull it out
from mediocrity and into the
position of respect and action.
‘‘Treat a m an as he is, and

"Tareyton's Dual Filter in duas partes divisa est!"
says S e x tu s (Crazy Lcgs)C ato. Bacchus Cup winner.
“There arc lots of filter cigarettes around," says Crazy Legs,
“ but e pluribus unum stands out —Dual Filter Tareyton. For
the best taste of the best tobaccos, try Tareyton—one filter
cigarette that really delivers dc gustibus!”

a c t iv a t e d

»

JO E LUBENOW
During the past year, stu
dent government at Lawrence
has assumed far greater re
sponsibilities both in intercol
legiate student affairs and in
realization of its obligations
toward individual students.
This trend reflects a recogni
tion on the part of the student
body of the powers available
to student government. As
president of the student body,
1 would support the following
principles in order to develop
this trend:
1. A college education has
become a necessary achieve
ment even for moderate suc
cess in American society to
day; as a result, college ad 
ministrations have an in 
creased responsibility to their
students. The principle that
“ students . . . may be dis
missed for the obvious good
of the institution, even though
no specific offense be charg
ed against them,” should no
longer be valid. Disciplinary
procedures should not be ar
bitrary or contrary to estab
lished principles of justice.
To ensure this goal, student
government should concern
itself with safeguarding the
rights of individual students.
2. An academic honors sys
tem is a worthwhile object
for long-range consideration
by all divisions of the aca
demic community. Discussion
has thus far tended to show,
however, that severe prob
lems of organization and
maintenance must be sur
mounted before such a sys
tem can become a reality at
Lawrence. Further discussion
should be promoted in order
to achieve practical results.
3. Present channels of com 
munication with student or
ganizations on other campus
es should be maintained. De
spite the rejection by a close
vote of national student gov
ernment affiliation this fall,
the issue will undoubtedly
arise again. I would be fa
vorable to a renewal of in
terest on this subject.
4
In order to provide a
broader base of operation for
student government, I sup
port the d e l e t i o n of the
phrase, “ where they do not
interfere with the national ob
ligations of groups so obligat
ed “ from Article 3, Section
C, 2. of the SEC constitution.
I do not foresee a conflict be
tween student
government
and fraternities and sorori
ties; the proposed deletion
will allow only expression of
existing student opinion and
not direct or indirect action
against Greek groups.
5. Were I elected to the
office of student body presi
dent, I would attempt to con
solidate more fully into the
present framework organiza
tions which have as their
function communication be
tween faculty, administration
and study body. This consol
idation would not apply to the
Lawrentian which should be
kept separate from govern
mental control.
JO E LUBENOW

ch arco al

INNER FILTER

Smart Shoppers

PURE WHITE
OUTER FILTER

Know that

DUAL FILTER

AW»."# tf v

this he stays; treat him as
he could be, and this he be
comes.” Trite? I suppose.
But meaningful if “ SEC”
were substituted for “ m an.”
JOHN DAVIDSON

M A R X Jewelers

Tareyton
-yHtny — ^Al«** itrnr

middle

Is the Place to Go
e * * e*.

212 W . College
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From the Editorial Board

The Amendment
In an effort to simplify future legislative action, the
SEC passed a resolution to amend Article III of the
Constitution recently. Tomorrow the student body will
vote on this resolution. A two-thirds m ajority is needed
to officially amend the constitution after approval of
the legislative council.
This proposal will not widen the legislative power
of the body, but will avoid restrictive measures that
could conceivably be placed on the body by the adm in
istration, IFC, Panhel or other campus organizations.
The purpose is to avoid legislative bottlenecks that
could result under the working of the present provision.
Therefore, we strongly urge the adoption of this
amendment. The referendum will be attached to your
ballot. Please do not neglect to vote on it.
A . L. S.
From the Editorial Board

Our Helpful Alumni
Beneficial relationships between the alum ni and
college are essential to the successful operation of any
educational institution. Cognizant of this, the Board
of Trustees of Lawrence College has incorporated the
Lawrence College A lum ni Association as a legal com
ponent of the school. The Association has long been
engaged in the traditionally im portant work or rais
ing money for capital investments, scholarships, loans
and an emergency loan fund. The gifts for such pur
poses have increased steadily through the years. How
ever, this year, the Association has expanded its efforts
whereby contributions have increased more than thirty
per cent from last year.
The A lum ni Association has also been extending its
work in the area of continuing education. This pro
gram is designed to aid the adult graduate gain know
ledge and m aintain contact with Lawrence while com
plementing the undergraduate program of the school.
Past projects have included the presentation of Dis
tinguished Service Awards, publication of the Alum 
nus and Newsletter, planning of parts of Homecoming
and Commencement, and the recent convocation speak
er.
The latest addition to the Association’s program of
continuing education is the Great Decisions Program.
Begun last Monday, the weekly program is organized
by the Foreign Policy Association and run in conjunc
tion with a similar program at the University of Wiaconsin. The weekly meetings of the program are open
to students and involve problems in foreign affairs.
The initiation of such a program is certainly a valuable
addition to the school and we commend the Associa
tion for its efforts.
D. P. G.
From the Colorado Daily

M a n ’s Best Friend
It's cold. But soup and a coat keep us warm And our dog
has a doghouse and Red Heart.
They say there are some people in the world who have
little soup and no coat. Their dogs have neither doghouses nor
Red Heart.
But it’s like we’ve always said—God provides for those
who provide for themselves. Those people are either lazy or
don’t believe in Him.
So why should we spend money on foreign aid and CARE
Packages. They’d probably spend it on women and liquor. But
we do feel sorry for their dogs. They can’t help having no
Red Heart.
JOHN FA R R E L L

from your president
It is that time of the year for the selection of new
student government leaders who will coordinate and
form new governing theories. Similarly, it is necessary
that previous student government leaders step aside
for the new administration. The methods and ideas
utilized by these retiring officers may not have always
conformed with stereotyped student government prac
tices. However, I believe that these methods were best
suited to student government at Lawrence and I sin
cerely hope that Lawrence student government has
benefitted from our principles and procedures.
In a final request, I ask
that you carefully analyze
each candidate running for a
student government position
this year. Specifically, make
an effort to study the plat
forms appearing elsewhere in
this issue of the Lawrentian.
Consider and discuss the
speeches presented at this

morning's convocation. Util
ize your opportunity of selec
ting a student government
president from among sever
al individuals who have offi
cially petitioned for the of
fice. Most important, help in
sure the election of your
choice for SEC President by
voting tomorrow.
DOUG G RIM

Melting
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Cosmos Out of Chaos
Slams and Slaps
Mr. Kirk Views History
year’s career conference was
perhaps valuable to the in
It was enlightening for
dustries and business con
many of us to hear the
cerns given the opportunity
thoughts of Russell Kirk. His
talk was a strong, biased ac to sell their wares, but the
campus impact was nil. With
count of the thinking of the
the amount of interviewees
modern conservative, spoken
attracted to Lawrence through
with intensity, conviction, and
To the Freshmen:
wit. The soundness of his ap Miss Dohr’s office, such a
conference seems to bo un
proach, however, was jarred
After a semester here you
have probably come to real by an apparent misuse of con necessary and a waste of
time and money. 1 hope that
temporary history.
ize that a serious problem
the RLC can be returned to a
exists on the Lawrence cam 
Using Chester Bowles as
yearly basis as it should be
pus: the Lawrence Problem.
the central figure of modern
and perhaps awarded a larg
Called by many names, most
liberalism and implying that
er budget to attract more outof which cannot be put in
he is the present coordinator
personnel.
Heartiest
print, the Lawrence Problem
of our foreign policy was per s i d e
thanks extended to Bob Berepresents a threat to cam  haps sim ilar to a liberal
zucha and Alex Wilde for a
pus social life more serious
e q u a t i n g the conservative
job well done.
than the coffee which they
movement to Orval Faubus
serve at the Union. Lawrence
and Ross Barnett. Bowles is
In True Greek Spirit
is not unique in that it has a
certainly one extreme within
Conference attendance was
problem; other colleges have
the liberal forces, and his po high, but who were the peo
problems too, i.e., the Carlesition in the state department
ple who attended? M o s t
ton Problem, the Grinnell
is not, and never has been,
seemed to be girls, independ
Problem, the Fox Valley E x  one of policy formulation or
ent men and a lew senior fra
tension Problem, and so on.
implementation
ternity men. Conspicuously
However, the solutions to the
Mr. Kirk criticized the ad absent was the backbone of
Problems of other colleges
ministration for failing to act
our decadent fraternity sys
are not the solutions to the
in the Berlin situation. The
tem. Although all groups were
Lawrence Problem. Lawrence
Russians, he noted, were not
told to a v o i d conflicts be
is unique among colleges (ac willing to defend the wall,
tween hell week and the con
cording to the Lawrence Col
and thus no war would have
ference, and one group even
lege catalog); hence, the
followed had the wall been
cancelled the primitive rites
Lawrence Problem is also
torn down. Chet Huntley in a
partially to cooperate with
unique among college prob recent television show sup RLC, most fraternity men
lems.
ported Kirk on this conten were absent. It seems the at
I
am
appealing to you tion but noted, as Kirk failed
tacks lodged against the cher
freshmen for help in solving
to do, that other factors con ished system by outsiders are
this Problem; the upperclass vinced the U.S. not to inter no longer so unqualified—per
men are too busy creating
vene. Most important of these
haps the aims of the Greek
the problem to help solve it.
was the fear of a full scale
groups are contrary to those
For this purpose, 1 am or East German revolt. The U S
of the college.
ganizing the Campus Com was not prepared to inter
Certainly little positive ef
mittee to Solve the Lawrence
vene in such a case.
fort has been exerted by the
Problem. All freshmen are
Kirk criticized
the
UN
IFC of late. The bell week
eligible to join. Upperclass heavily but seemed to offer
credo can hardly be labeled
men wishing to join must
no alternative to world diplo an enlightened innovation. It
agree in writing to discon macy. In general, this was
was written solely with the
tinue such activities which
his method of delivery; one
intent of inducing the faculty
the Committee decides con of criticism without a posi to extend the hell week per
stitute the Lawrence Prob tive counter.
iod. “ Greek Week,” the only
lem. Committee activities be
other result of a year's work,
Dr.
Kirk
began
his
talk
sides meetings will include
with a fluent and concise def- won't be the social or intel
actions appropriate to coun
lectual highlight of the se
nition
of conservatism and an
teract the Lawrence Prob
interesting historical develop mester, I predict. Again more
lem, and perhaps a donutment of the liberal-conserva than ever, the place of the
dunking party in the spring.
Greeks on this campus is be
tive ideology. At that point he
The first problematical as
ing questioned.
should have stopped.
pect of the Lawrence Prob
More Religion in Our Lives
As their numbers continue
lem we must consider is—
If the purpose of this year’s to drop and isolate themselv
what exactly is Lawrence's
Religion - in - Life conference
es from campus events, how
Problem?
As said earlier,
was to move the center of
long will the frats last? Last
the Lawrence Problem is a
campus thought from the
year the blame was placed
threat to campus social life.
bridge tables to matters of a
on discriminatory policies of
Thus it excludes such cam 
more academic nature tem the nationals. However, the
pus problems as snow, sales
porarily, the gathering was a
progress in some groups and
tax, and moon-shot failures.
booming success.
Overflow
the willingness in most to act
Contrary to rumors currently
crowds flocked to the ses on this matter with sincere
being circulated by John
conviction
has
eliminated
Birch sympathizers, the Law sions. Although most moral
problems were not solved,
this as a major cause of dis
rence Problem is not a part
tress. Now the problelm is
of the International Com m un the conference was one of the
finer campus events of the
deeper. Perhaps the whole
ist Conspiracy.
concept of close knit living
The Lawrence Problem in year.
Certainly there is no rea groups connected in bitter ri
cludes the lights on the steps
valry with the a d j o i n i n g
of Ormsby and the busy sig son why this event cannot
again be scheduled on an an groups creates a natural feel
nal which you always get
when you call Colman. It in nual basis. One of the “ re ing of hostility to events of
forms” to emerge from the
an academic nature? I won
cludes those 99 faculty mem
encampment of two years
der if things will be different
bers who assign so much
ago was the creation of a ca when the signs are off the
homework that you have to
reers conference to alternate
doors and the furniture re
study even on weekends, and
with Religion-in-Life.
Last
turned to the alumni.
who vote in 3-3 plans and vote
out Winter Weekend and its
attendant social activities. It
includes Independents who
write “ Greeks Only’’ on In
dependents Activities Club
signs, and Greeks who write
i< p ub lish e d cviTy week dorlnK tlie college year, except va ra
“ Independents O n l y ’ ’ on
tion*. the L a w re n tia n Hoard o f C o ntro l o f Law rence Collette,
pledge formal invitations In
A pp le ton W isco nsin Second-clap* pontage paid nt A p p le ton , W is 
short, the Lawrence Problem
consin Print*»'! l>v the T lm m o rs P r in tin g C o , o f H l a c k C r e e k .
encompasses all threats to
W isconsin S u b sc rip tio n rate I s $3.Si) p*»r year T elephone I s R K
3-f*577. »»xfenslon 52.
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Grapplers Remain Undefeated;
Face Knox and Monmouth Here
The Viking grapplers de
feated Grinnell and Lakeland
last weekend to remain un
beaten in dual meet compe
tition this season. Coach Pete
Samuels' crew won on a nar
row 18-17 victory over the
Pioneers and completely out
classed Lakeland.
Senior Pete Thomas led the
squad with ten points on a
forfeit and a pin, but sopho
more h e a v y w e i g h t Paul
Oromheecke turned in the out
standing clutch performance
of the winter athletic season
with his pin of Grinnell’s Van
Matre in 1:48.
Lawrence entered this con
cluding match behind by four
points, and only a pin by
Paul Cromheecke could have
averted defeat. Seniors Jim
Eastman & Chico Kauffman

scored eight points during
the weekend activity, but
highly-rated sophomore Bill
Reeves met his third defeat
of the season in an exciting
10-9 match against Grinnell’s
Cook.
Friday night the Vikings
seek their seventh consecu
tive win in a dual meet with
Knox beginning at 7:30 on
the Alexander gym main
floor. Knox has a well-balan
ced squad led by Pope at 123
and Reed at heavyweight, and
should provide a stern test
for the matmen. Monmouth’s
wrestling squad will be the
opposition in Saturday’s home
match beginning at 1:30 p.m.
Not rated as highly as K nox,
the Scots nevertheless have
individual standouts in Gould
at 137 and Carroll at 157.

Grinnell Drowns Mermen;
5 New Pool Records Set
Grinnell’s 1961 conference
swimming champion proved
to be more than the Viking
mermen could handle last
Saturday. The Pioneers won
the meet by a score <rf 52-44
and established four new pool
records in the process.
Junior Chris Vogel was the
only saving light for the Vik
ings. The powerful swimmer
had one of his finest days in
w e n t weeks by setting a
new pool record in the 220 yd.
free style and by winning the
440 yd. free style in good
time. In both victories Vogel
beat Grinnell’s captain Jerry
Adelman, who should be one
of Chris’ top opponents in the
MWC meet curly next month.
Pete Koch-Weser was the
only other Viking winner with
his victory in the 200 yd.
breast stroke. Peter Betier
and Jim Carey turned in their
best times of the season, but
were unable to defeat the tal
ented Pioneer opposition.
With five new pool records
set in the Grinnell meet, only
the 50 and 440 yd freestyle

marks remain unbroken this
year.
On the basis of compara
tive times, the current crop
of Viking swimmers is the
best in Lawrence history, but
conference competition has
become correspondingly stiffer.
The Vikings have a home
meet at 1 p.m. on Saturday
with UWM, a team which
Lawrence has failed to defeat
in the past decade. The Card
inals are not as strong this
year as in the past, but do
have individual stars in di
vers I)ovi and Collins and
backstroker Ihenfeldt.

Thursday, February 15, 1962
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SEC O F F IC E R S O P E N

Petitions for the office of
SEC Vice-President and
Treasurer are due to Doug
G rim at the Phi Delt House
by 8:00 p.m. Monday, Feb
ruary 19, 1962. Candidates
must have completed three
semesters and be in good
standing with the school.
Petitions should contain the
signatures of fifty students.

ROTC Reorganizes
For 2nd Semester
AFROTC Corps of Cadets
at Lawrence has been reor
ganized for the second semes
ter. Assuming new positions
are Cadet Major Robert An
dersen, Cadet Group Com
mander; Cadet Capt. Peter
Thomas, Deputy Group Com
mander; Cadet Capt. Donald
B e r g m a n , commander of
Squadron 1, assisted by Ca
det 2nd Lt. Michael BentinckSmith, Commander of Flight
A, and Cadet 2nd Lt. W illiam
Stillwell, C o m m a n d e r of
Flight B.
Cadet Capt. Donald Nelson
commands Squadron II. His
flight commanders are Cadet
2nd Lt. Carey Wickland,
Flight C, and Cadet 2nd Lt.
Hayward Sumner, Flight D.

Hap Sumner ^ains a takedown in the Lakeland match.

m
Easy Living

Moving into new staff posi
tions are Cadet Capt. Walter
Glascoff as Group Operations
Officer; Cadet Capt. Ronald
Alwin as Administrative Of
ficer; Cadet Capt. Stanley
Metcalf as Personnel Officer;
Cadet Capt. Allan Blackburn
as Group Inspector; and Ca
det Capt. Meredith Watts as
M a t e r i a l and Information
Services Officer.

Fun Loving

SAIL-MATES
SU R F R O LLER S

Sizes 5-15

5 .9 8

College Avenue Barber Shop
Students Regular H a ir c u t............SI.25
Flatop H a ir c u t ............................. SI.72

S A LT W A T E R T A F F Y

— THREE BARBERS —

Sizes S-M-L

527 VV. College Avenue

3 .9 8
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There’s a
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in Your Future
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Clark’s Cleaners
Offers Y o u :

FLOWERS

CHARLES

1. THE QU ICK EST SERVICE
2 THE CLEANEST CIXVTHES
3. THE SHORTEST W A L K

DIV. OFWHiTE STAG

the
F L O R IST
FOR ALL
OCCASIONS

I

Conway Hotel R.iildln*

W E S T ^ O U S E

The well-rigged look is the
West House look. Here, in
wonderfully fashio n ab 1e
cotton sailcloth is the do-it
yourself fashion new-cuff
ed sailing pants whose
length is your own whim.
We top it with our long
look knit, whose boldly
hued stripes coordinate so
beautifully with sailcloth.

See Them Today at
311 E. Cc41ege A venue — A pple to n
Ju«4 n Block U p the Avenue

W om en’s Sportswear— Prange’s 2nd Floor Fashions
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Books -Supplies -Stationery
CONKEY’S BOOK STORE

Cole, Lubenow in Run-off; Amendment Fails by Ten
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Kirk Draws Large Crowd;
Blasts Liberal Philosophy
By A L E X W IL D E
A large and alert audience heard Dr. Russell Kirk
deliver his provocative interpretation of “ Disintegrated
Liberalism in Foreign Policy" in the Union last Sunday,
February 11. The prominent conservative thinker drew
over one hundred spectators, from Appleton and near
by towns as well as from Lawrence, and he stipulated
an interest in politics which has rarely been seen at the
college. Students, faculty, and townspeople clustered
around Kirk for over an hour following his formal
lecture and half-hour question period.
The broad principles of
K irk’s “ conservatism,” con
trasted throughout with his
conception of “ liberalism,”
emerged from his handling
of the problem of foreign pol
icy. Kirk tended to outline
the two “ isms” in terms of
their historical development,
with t h e i r distinctiveness
crystalizing in the time of the
French Revolution, Burke on
one side, Rousseau on the
other—and the two develop
ing in more-or-less parallel
traditions from that period.
Kirk began by decrying the
“ disintegrated liberalism ” of
our foreign policy—a slogan
izing and sentimentality, of
which both parties have been
guilty, which has dominated
tne conduct of our foreign af
fairs and injured our inter
ests. This “ ritualistic liberal
ism ,” Kirk suggested, was the
natural end product of the
assumptions of liberalism,
and unreality and un-realpolitik were integral and destruc
tive characteristics of its ap
plication to foreign policy.
Unlike the liberal, Kirk
suggested, the conservative
views m an has inherently
flawed by original sin. Man
is not naturally good, and can
not be made good by positive
law, a Pelagian and Liberal
heresy, but rather he is a
mixture of good and bad, kept
good by custom and preju
dice. Because the conserva
tive is more realistic about
hum an nature, he does not
make the Liberal error, said

Fraternity Forum
To Feature Taylor,
Schneider Sunday
Mr. Norman Taylor, assist
ant professor of economics,
and Mr. Harold Schneider,
assistant professor of anthro
pology, will speak on “ Under
developed Economies” for the
Fraternity forum at 1:30 p.m.
Sunday, Feb. 18, in the Un
ion.
The discussion is a result
of Melvin Herskovitz’s re
m ark on the impropriety of
judging other non - western
societies by our westernized
economic standards. It will
center around the applicabil
ity of western theories to oth
er countries such as the
smaller countries of Africa
and Asia.
Mr. Taylor expresses the
need for caution in applying
our sophisticated theories to
other
less-developed coun
tries. However, he feels that
our simpler theories like sup
ply and demand can be ap
plied with beneficial results,
for non-economic factors in
“ retarded” countries affect
economic factors much more
decisively.
Kappa Delta and Phi G am 
m a Delta will sponsor this
forum.

Kirk, of assuming that educa
tion, truth, and light will tri
umph. He will know with
Evelyn Waugh that wars are
won by “ lies and the long
spear.”
Because the conservative
sees m an for what he is, he
realizes that all men have
certain lusts., which in our
society are rewarded by pros
perity and a good name, but
which in totalitarian socie
ties, with ordinary rewards
absent, result in an ever-in
creasing appetite for power.
In dealing with Russia, whose
society is dominated by the
lust for power, we must rec
ognize that she will respect
only a counter-vailing power,
both military and moral.
The Liberal, asserts Kirk,
cherishes the t a r n i s h e d
eighteenth century dream of
egalitarianism, a world be
come one, in Woodrow W il
son’s phrase, a “ Universal
Democracy.” Representative
of the ritualistic Liberals
m um bling “ shallow and shop
worn slogans” is, for Kirk,
Chester Bowies. Bowles, said
Kirk, wants to recast all so
cieties in the American im 
age, a heritage he fails to
understand. Forgetting per
sonal rights and liberties,
Bowles stretches countries,
such as the Congo, over his
Procustean bed of “ self-deter
m ination" and “ liberal de
mocracy.” Basically a Benthemite utilitarian.
Bowles
neglects the practical differ
ences between countries and
discards history and pru
dence, by which the true con
servative guides his action.
The
conservative
believes
that an egalitarian order is
neither possible nor desira
ble.
The Liberal’s unrealistic
view of human nature has a
disastrous carry-over to his
proposed solutions to world
problems. The Liberal, said
Kirk, h o p e s to solve the
world's problems permanent
ly by raising the standard of
living, increasing education,
and counting on the sweet rea
sonableness of rulers. The
conservative will use the clas
sic balance of powers, Kirk
maintained, both military and
moral powers He knows that
the materialistic
approach
will not bring peace, for loyal
friends cannot be bought and
even if the United States were
able to eliminate disease and
poverty, that condition will
not necessarily bring har
mony and happiness—witness
the prosperous Germany of
the twentieth century
Kirk concluded with a list
ing of specific blunders which
he ascribed to Liberal think
ing in U.S. foreign policy:
destruction of Hapsburg sys
tem, ‘Solomon solutions” of
Post World War II , foolish
foreign aid, neglect of the
“ bad old diplomacy,” Laos.
Cuba, and Berlin

“
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COMMITTEE
POSTS OPEN
Candidates for SEC com
mittee chairmanships must
submit petitions containing
qualifications a n d
plat
forms to the new SEC
President
by
midnight,
Saturday,
February 24,
1962 All candidates must
have served on the com
mittee for which they are
petitioning for one semes
ter.

La-Ta-Va Tryouts
Take Place Sunday
Try-outs for La-Ta-Va. the
Lawrence talent show, will
take place from 6:30-8 p.m.,
Sunday, Feb. 18, and from 911 p.m. Monday through F ri
day. Feb. 19-23, in the Union
basement, according to social
chairmen Tom Oakland and
Dave Fisher. The talent show
is scheduled to take place on
April 7, in Stansbury theater.
Maries Noie and Judy Bezanson, chairmen of the vari
ety show, are planning to
make the event as profession
al as possible. The com m it
tee has scheduled a large
band, under the direction of
J. D. Miller, for the show
and have enlisted the aid of
Ted Cloak and Joe Hopfensperger in the staging
“ The last student variety
show was held three years
ago and was a great success,”
said Oakland. “ We would like
to make this type of show in
to an annual affair.”
Single type acts, as well as
small and large groups, are
encouraged to try out.

Council Lets Liz Campaign;
Turnout Sets Voting Mark
rh p utllHpnf
m p H down
flow n 5
*n «m
p n H m p n i tto
The
student hoHv
body tn
turned
an
amendment
broaden the powers of the SEC, and failed to grant a
majority to a presidential candidate in Friday’s elec-

t -on>

Elizabeth Cole and Joe Lubenow, the candidates
receiving the highest number of votes in the primary,
were placed on the ballot for today’s run-off election.
The SEC, meeting in an emergency session last night
agreed to place Miss Cole’s name on the ballot, and
passed a standing rule allowing her to campaign. Until
the meeting Miss Cole had campaigned as a write-in
candidate.
Friday’s turnout was the largest in Lawrence’s his
tory. A total of t)(J 8 cast votes in the referendum, and
712 voted in the presidential primary. The 455 affir
mative votes were ten short of the two-thirds needed
to pass the amendment. The presidential votes were
not revealed.
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Participants Debate
Moral Goals» Commitment
By T ON Y CARTER
The Thursday sessions of last p e ek ’s Religion-inLife Conference were highlighted by a panel discussion
participated in by Dr. Knight, Rabbi Brickman, Mr.
Stanley, I)r. Fitch, Father Brooks and Dr. W aring,
moderator. The discussion consisted of commentary by
the panel on questions raised by the audience. Prob
lems discussed ranged from the concepts of love and
faith to the applications of such moral absolutes to ec
umenical movements, academia, logical positivism and
total war.
The panel members opened
the discussion by briefly stat
ing what they felt to be key
“ moral d i l e m m a s of our
tim e.” Significantly, a num 
ber of the« panelists posed very
sim ilar problems. Dr. Fitch
asserted that we have no ba
sic goals and are afraid of
making moral commitments.
Rabbi Brickman pointed out
that moral absolutes are ob
vious. that the Ten Com
mandments are what people
most easily recognize, but
that people don’t follow these

Tjossem Speaks on “Time and Rhyme”
In Second Phi Beta Kappa Lecture
By W A L L Y GLASCOFF
Mr. Herbert Tjossem, as
sistant professor of English,
spoke
on “ T i m e
and
Rhyme: A Consideration of
the Development of American
English from British Eng
lish” at the second in this
year's series of Phi Beta
Kappa lectures Tuesday, Feb
ruary 13, in Harper Hall.
Mr. Tjossem opened his
talk by stressing the import
ance of the connections be
tween written texts and his
tory in determining pronun
ciation of English in a given
historical period
He cited
three sources of pronuncia
tion for pre-tape recorder En
glish: the writings of con
temporary grammarians, the
fund of occasional (phonetic)
spellings in diaries, civic rec
ords, etc., and rhymes from
various centuries.
This last point, rhymes from
various centuries, provides
us with valuable clues about
the actual pronunciation of
American English by rela
tively well-educated persons,
Mr. Tjossem pointed out. He
distinguished between “ eye”
rhymes — words whose spell
ing would lead one to believe
they rhyme (“ blood” and
“ good,” for example) — and
conventional rhymes— words
which sound the same.
His examples came from
both sacred and secular works
of the American colonial per-

rx

lod. including the Bay Psalm
Book and such poets as Bradstreet, Wigglesworth, Taylor,
and Thompson. All of these
poets, except Thompson, were
natives of England, and, as a
result, their poetry represent
ed something closer to spok
en British English than to
spoken American
English.
However, both, because this
is the primary evidence we
have today, and because the
Psalm versifiers were forced
to* twist their rhymes to fit
the meter, we must use these
poems as evidence of spoken
American English, Mr. Tjos
sem said.
He then cited many speci
fic examples of rhymes in
the Bay Psalm Book and in
the secular poets, demon
strating certain sound chang
es, their Old English and
Middle English sources, and
their
pronunciation
today.
Mr. Tjossem emphasized the
importance of the various
British dialects on the appar
ently complete divergence of
spelling and pronunciation of
colonial American English
Mr. Tjossem concluded his
talk by stating that the m od
ern linguist can get a fair
picture of the pronunciation
of colonial American English
by studying these rhymes and
their interrelationships. Ques
tions from the floor followed
the talk.

absolutes because it is pain
ful and difficult.
Dr. Knight was concerned
with two related problems:
first, the obstacles which
stand in the way of making
moral decisions, and second,
the making of choices with
integrity when the range of
choices doesn't seem ade
quate to moral imperatives.
Ecumenical Movement
One of the most controver
sial questions was that of the
desirability
of ecumenical
movements in the churches.
Dr. Fitch pointed out that a
Protestant believes in the
plurality of sects and that re
ligious vitality is the result
of diversification.
Rabbi Brickman asserted
that one of the reasons for
the modern lack of religious
vision and commitment is
that our large institutions
have taken away the individ
ual’s sense of identity and
distinctiveness. Religious uni
fication, he said, would be a
further step in the wrong di
rection.
Both Dr. Knight and Father
Brooks felt that the religious
revival sought by the other
panelists could be achieved
in an institutionalized church
as well or among plurul sects.
Father Brooks supported his
position by describing various
renewals within the Catholic
church.
Dr. Fitch was asked to ex
plain his criticism of ethereal
relativism, impressionism in
art, existentialism, and logi
cal positivism. Dr. Fitch ex
plained that he felt such
movements to be romantic
humanism gone to seed, that
they represented a rebellion
against established Christian
ity. He added he didn’t think
such movements were totally
evil, but that they had be
come sterile and were freez
ing out more valid positions.
Perhaps the difficulty these
men, all of whom are steeped
in Judeo-Christian tradition,
had agreeing on the applica
tion of accepted moral abso
lutes illustrates a point all of
them made. Finite man, when
facing moral dilemmas, Is
delving with infinite moral
concepts.
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Guthrie to Open Greek Activities
Mr. William Guthrie, for
mer executive dean of student
relations at Ohio State univer
sity, will open Greek week
with an address “ Fraternities
Survive and Thrive” at 7:15
p.m., Monday, Feb. 20, in the
Chapel.
The purpose of this first
Greek week is to demonstrate
the type of activities in which
the social groups are involv
ed, to better promote under
standing of the groups, and
to provide a program for all
the student body.
The Greek Week com m it
tee is composed of represen
tatives from the twelve na
tional social groups on ca m 
pus. Students working under
co-chairmen Karen Borchardt
and Bill Leeson are members

of the 1960-61 and 1961-62 Ju n 
ior Panhellenic Councils and
Interfratemity Councils.
Other Greek Week activities
will include a folk sing at
7:30 p.m. Tuesday, Feb. 27,
in the Viking room; the Greek
sing at 7:30 p.m. Wednesday,
Feb. 28 in the Chapel; a snow
sculpture contest at 2:30 p.m.
Thursday, March 1; Help day
and fraternity open houses
after the basketball game
Friday, March 2; and the
Greek ball, “ O lym pia,” from
9 p.m. - 1 a.m. Saturday,
March 3, in the Union lounge
All Greek week activities,
including the Greek ball, are
open to all students without
charge.
, Greek groups and their; new
officers include:

m

laocrntian

Delta Tau Delta
President, George McKann;
Vice President, Mark John
son;
Recording Secretary,
Reed W illiam s; Correspond
ing Secretary, Herb Weber
Phi Kappa Tau
President, J. D
Miller;
Vice President, Mike Lakin;
Treasurer, Nick Jones; Re
cording Secretary, Jon Hartshom e; Corresponding Sec
retary, Bob Jacobson
Sigma Phi Epsilon
President, Jim G am b;V ice
President, Fred Foersterling;
Secretary, Jim P a c k a r d ;
Treasurer,
Charlie
Brock,
Historian, Bill Stillwell
Pi Beta Phi
President, Ginny McKee;
Vice President, Roxy Fuller;
Treasurer, K a y L a n d o n ;
Pledge Trainer, Karen Mur
phy ;
Scholarship,
Katie
Hoehn; Recording Secretary,
Peg Buresh; Corresponding
Secretary, Jeanne Skidmore.

Come in and see our
Large stock of M aga
zines and Paperbacks.

Quality Haircuts

JERRY’S PIPE SHOP

C U F F ’S BARBER SHOP

Saturday, February

Riker’s Freshman Studies Lecture
Shows Timelessness of Machiavelli
By C H U C K B E N N IS O N
Dr. W illiam Riker, department of political science,
presented his thesis for a solution of the phenomenon
of M achiavelli’s T h e Prince in the freshman studies
lecture of Feb. 13. T h e Prince, he asserted, was intend
ed to be an ‘ ‘ephemeral tract” suggesting a plan for
the unification of 16th century Italy. Yet, the work has
transcended time and is still influential in our own day.
Machiavelli was writing to
foster the unification of Italy
in his own time. Italy was
then made up of five domi
nant states, N a p l e s , the
Church states or Romagna,
Milan, Venice, and Florence.
Through a series of political
events, the Medici family of
Florence, was able to con
solidate its rule of Romagna
and Florence by 1512. It was
r u m o r e d that the Medici
might take more land toward
the north of Italy. Machia
velli then saw the possibility
of a unified Italy in the hands
of the Medici. The Prince
was written to Lorenzo de’
Medici instructing and urg
ing the latter to consolidate

i f The Fox Cities' Leading Bank

APPLETON STATE BANK

115 North Morrison

M E M B E R of FDIC

THE BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES
SALUTE: ROGER DAUB
Hogrr Dauh is an Advertising Assistant with O hio Bell
Telephone Company. Here his creative touch helps shape
tin* commercial messages his company p re s e n ts on local
radio and television. Roger is also responsible for sales
promotion activities that keep local subscribers'informed

41

17,

about helpful new telephone products and servicesRoger Daub and the other young men like him in Bell
Telephone Companies throughout the country help bring
the finest communications service in the world to the homes
and businesses of a growing America.

BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES
T E LE P H O N E MAN-0F-THE MONTH

his fam ily’s hold on Italy,
Concern for Future
Machiavelli was extremely
concerned with the future of
Italy. He had been “ prime
minister,” “ secretary of de
fense,” and a diplomatic trou
ble shooter for the Florentine
Republic, which came to pow
er when the Medici fled in
1494. His interest in Florence
during the time of the Re
public is affirmed by the fact
that he was the one politician
whom the Medici refused to
hire when they returned to
power in 1512. Thus, Riker
declared, The Prince was also
an application for a job in
the Medici regime.
Machiavelli was simply a
concerned Florentine propos
ing a program of political ac
tion to a prince, Riker com 
mented. The Prince was nev
er intended to have lasting
importance. Yet, it has been
reprinted many times up to
the present day.
Dr. Riker asserted that The
Prince is read today because
it is “ an expression of the
essential “ evil” of the mod
ern world.” We find interest
in The Prince for the same
reason 16th century man did;
both ages find Machiavellian
methods evil.
“ The evil lies in the way
which men view fortune,’’
Riker declared. Machiavelli
transcended the traditional
views of fortune: that it is
either inevitable chance, or a
universe controlled by God,
who punishes the bad and
helps the good. Machiavelli
saw fortune as indifferent—
not malevolent or benevolent.
Thus, man could understand
and control his own fortune;
God no longer controlled
Machiavelli believed that
history followed a pattern.
Through understanding his
tory, a prince could predict
his fortune and prepare to
use it to his best advantage.
For this reason, over half
The Prince contains histori
cal examples..
The Christian church con
demned The Prince, because
Machiavelli viewed the social
universe as man-centered, not
God-centered. For this rea
son, many modem men are
Machiavellians. The modem
world is evil in the medieval
sense. Hence, modem men
find an interest in The Prince
today, and it has retained a
“ permanent signifanee.”

IM PROV EM EN T OF L IF E
AT LAWRENCE
There will be a meeting
of all students interested
in working with the Com
mittee for Improvement of
Life at Lawrence (CILL)
on Monday. February 19,
at 7 p.m. in the Riverview
Lounge.
As stated in the Constituion, the CILL “ . . . is
dedicated to the use of all
appropriate
violent and
non-violent means to im 
prove Life at Lawrence.”
On M o n d a y night the
group will discuss alterna
tive plans to force the Ad
ministration to have all
campus sidewalks shovel
ed. Please come prepared
to discuss the advantages
and disadvantages of sev
eral plans—e.g.. petitions,
Pickets, mass rallies, hun
ger strikes, or direct ac
tion.

Saturday, February 17. 1962
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This year has been an important one for SEC, and
a large part of the credit for the student government’s
increasing prestige must go to retiring president Doug
G n m . Grim has put new life into the moribuud body
both by enlarging the range of affairs in which SEC
takes an interest and by a precedent-setting expansion
of the otfice of president.
By opening the doors to supra-campus issues and
encouraging representatives to bring up such matters.
Doug created opportunity for debate ranging from
NSA membership to nuclear testing. This in turn led
to increased interest in SEC. Meetings were better at
tended than they had been for some years, and SEC
matters were widely discussed on the campus.
This climate of interest also produced debate and
action on campus issues such as discriminatory prac
tices in social groups and procedures in faculty-admin
istered disciplinary measures.
Doug’s liberal concept of the presidency also as
sisted in rejuvenation of SEC. Whereas the president
had previously been little more than a passive moder
ator, during Doug’s tenure the chair actively participa
ted in many of the discussions. As well as broadening
debate, this brought added prestige to the presidency
itself and considerably strengthened the executive
branch of student government.
Thus with the strenghtening of both the body itself
and its chief executive, Doug Grim has performed a
notable service for SEC. His successors as well as the
student body may well be grateful.
J. K. W .

...P oint of View...
By

BOB BEZUCHA

Last weekend I had the
privilege of spending the eve
ning with Odetta following
her appearance at the Uni
versity of Wisconsin. I found
her to be charming, articu
late, and amazingly devoid of
the arty mannerisms associ
ated with her profession.
Folk music is very popular
at the university. Tickets for
her concert had sold out with
in two hours of the time they
went on sale. Odetta gave a
truly exciting performance
and then disappeared from
the stage to be entertained by
about twenty students at a
private reception. This re
minded me of the amazement
of those Wisconsin people
who found that Joan Baez
was available to anybody at
the reception in the Union.
(We Lawrentians have a rare
privilege in being able to
have a conversation with all
of the artists who appear
here — a privilege we often
overlook, and over which the
.students at Madison drool.)
Perhaps the most interest
ing thing about Odetta is that
she is using her real first
name — we were not able to
establish if she had a last one
or what it was — for she is
not really glowing with per
sonal magnitude. In contrast
to the hypocrisy which is so
common among folk singers
(particularly those on the way
up) her sincerity is disarm
ing. Hers is a lonely jo b traveling alone from town to
town on one night stands.
When she gets the chance to
sit down and talk she enjoys
it.
Odetta was introduced to
folk singing by friends in San
Francisco where she was ap
pearing in the chorus of the
NDEA GRANTS
Fifteen hundred Nation
al Defense and Education
Act scholarships will again
be awarded this spring.
Applications must be made
directly to the graduate
schools where the grants
are available. A list of
graduate schools and sub
jects in which NDEA schol
arships are aw’arded can
be consulted in the Main
Hall and Science Hall fac
ulty offices and in the
Dean's office. Applications
should be made im m edi
ately.

Eatorrntian

bad show of Finigan's Rain
bow. From singing at private
parties in artist’s lofts in the
Bay area, she moved to small
clubs such as the Tin Angel.
Then came her break—an en
gagement at the Gate of Horn
in Chicago, a Vanguard rec
ord contract—the rest is ob
vious.
A few of the people at the
party were interested in folk
singing as a career, and
Odetta’s advice to them was
to stay clear of contracts un
til “ you know what you're
getting in to.” She comment
ed on how a “ career builder’’
program had almost finished
her career before it started.
I got the feeling that here is
one person (with all respect
to Peter Seeger who is in a
class by himself) that is in
the business because she en
joys it and is going to get out
fast when it stops being fun.
Some of the folk music
buffs were attempting to get
her to make catagorical state
ments about what was good
and bad in music—the King
ston trio being the main target—but she would only say
that she liked all kinds of
music and that the tendency
to scorn the Kingston trio
came from the fact that peo
ple thought that they were
really a little carried away
but sincere.
Odetta’s plans for the fu
ture are extremely interest
ing. She was in Chicago last
week talking to Oscar Brown
Jr. about forming an all-Ne
gro company to represent
American music and travel
through Africa under the spon
sorship of the State Depart
ment.
They are working on plans
for the program at the pres
ent and will present it this
spring to officials in Wash
ington. I think it sounds like
an excellent idea.
As we were leaving, I ask
ed Odetta about the chances
of appearing at Lawrence
this year, and she informed
me that she was booked solid
and would not even be back
at the Gate of Horn until next
year. May I suggest, how
ever, that someone from the
Special Projects committee
get in touch with her for next
spring? Joan Baez cannot
hold a candle to this girl in
stage piesence or understand
ing of the music.
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SPU Launches Drive
To End Atomic Tests

Lawrentians:
Like wise prophets, we
must become sensitive to that
which makes life within our
community what it is. We
must begin to examine every
area of campus life We must
notice what is changing and
the nature of the changes that
are taking place.
We have a tendency to de
ceive o u r s e l v e s , believing
that because we are not di
rectly involved in decisions
that are made by other stu
dents, faculty, and adminis
trators (or any combination
of these working in co-opera
tive e f f o r t s like Judicial
Board) in regard to specific
incidents, that these decisions
do not have any bearing on
the character of our daily life
in this community.
Policies of new adm inis
trators are seldom explicitly
stated. We are required to
look at actions taken and de
cisions made in regard to spe
cific issues, to take them col
lectively and understand what
the motive and general poli
cies are behind these decis
ions. This is difficult to do
partly because of the time
required, and more import
ant, because the student has
no way of being informed of
the many of the decisions
which affect him.
1 might mention some spe
cific areas to look at. I» o k
at the trends in the Greek
system against the back
ground of the past two years.
Notice what the campus is
sues are and what they have
been in the past (refer to old
Lawrentians at the library).
Dees SEC really have any ef
fectiveness? What are the
character and the fate of its
resolutions? Do rulings on
them by any of the adminis
trative organizations of the
school have any bearing on
what authority the voice of
the student body has?
Look at the nature of the
offenses and punishments giv
en out by the Judicial Board.
Take time to talk to former
and present members of J u 
dicial Board. Look at Law
rence's social program. Do
you find yourself more re
stricted at college than you
did at home in high school,
e.g., the hour you have to be
in off the streets, having
members of the opposite sex
in your living quarters, free
dom of mobility, a place to
be alone where you can think
by yourself?
Is there any
thing to allow new experien
ces for the development of
individual responsibility once
you have gone through the
schedule once your freshman
year0 One set of standards
which apply to every student
regardless of what class he
may be in might seriously
limit the growing potential of
the individual.
Be
aware,
Lawrentians.
Discuss new possibilities with
vour friends.
ROBERT SVENSON
1962 Encampment peti
tions, available from any
steering board member,
will be due Monday, March
12 Board members include
Sarah Meyer (chairman;
and Linda Muuss at Colman, HalQuinley and John
Davidson at Plantz, K ar
en Prahl and Betsy Laves
at Sage. Doug G rim at the
Phi Delt house, Jim Gam b
at the Sig Ep house, and
Julio Davis The 1962 En
campment will take place
May 4-6,

By T O M A S B A E R
The national Student Peace Union (as well as other
peace organizations throughout the nation) is making
a final effort to encourage President Kennedy to not
resume atmospheric testing of atomic bombs. Hund
reds of students will be in Washington this week-end
speaking to congressmen and any other people who
m ight be able to intluence President Kennedy in these
last few days before an official decision will be made.
Those who cannot afford the trip to Washington are
sending letters and telegrams.
The SPU and other similar
organizations feel that testing
of bombs has more than
merely military significance.
These people are thus raising
their voices not as experts on
m ilitary affairs, but as human
beings who feel that the arms
race is leading to mutual an
nihilation, and thus must be
checked at all costs. The SPU
stated the following reasons
for their opposition to resume
atmospheric testing.
1. Create another spiral in
the arms race and provide
the USSR and other nations
with the incentive to under
take other tests to “catch up.”
2. Add to international ten
sion at a moment when gen
eral disarmament negotia
tions are about to resume
thus raising the question of
U.S. security.
3. Spread a feeling of de
spair of people at home and
abroad because of our seem
ing inability to bring a halt
to the arms race.
4. Damage the image of the
U.S. around the world, espe
cially in Japan. India, and

Africa. In these areas there
was a significant though tar
dy reaction to Soviet testing
In these countries the U.S. is
looking uopn as a nation with
a higher standard of interna
tional conduct than the Sov
iet Union.
5. Add to the existing level
of radioactive fallout, conse
q u e n t l y endangering the
health of present and future
generations. Although there
is no way to measure the ex
act amount of damage, it is
particularly unfair to the un
born and uncommitted to subject them to this danger thru
a decision in which they have
no choice.
Interested
students may
join this cause by taking ad
vantage of Western Union's
new service of a 15-word tel
egram to representatives and
administration
officials
in
Washington for only 75c, Tel
egrams or letters should be
sent to McGeorge Bundy
(chief assistant to the Presi
dent), White House, Washing
ton 25, D C.

RLC Closing Address

Fitch Notes Reason, Love, Immortality
As Reasons to ‘Bother’ with Man
By J O B A N T H IN
W hy bother with people? Dr. Robert Fitch, speak
ing at the closing session of the 1962 Religion-in-Life
conference Friday, Feb. i), found that man’s existence
and relationship with other men may be justified by
his essential “ humanness.”
Unlike contemporary hu
manists such as Jean-Paul
Sartre and Samuel Beckett
who see human existence as
“ absurdity,” “ a mess,” or a
“ garbage pail,” Fitch re
gards life optimistically. In
contrast to the pessimistic
planks of humanism, he of
fers four positive Christian
beliefs: 1) man is capable of
free choice; 2) man is ration
al; 3) man is capable of love;
and 4) man has an immortal
soul.
Five Will
“ Free will” lies in tjie
classical Hellenistic-HebrewChristian tradition. Dr. Fitch
notes that responsibility of
choice — the freedom to sin*and consequent guilt must
hang together. Despite Freu
dian arguments to the con
trary, guilt feelings cannot be
isolated. The mature man is
one who accepts responsibil
ity for his own actions.
But man is not all reason
or all brain. Man’s mind, says
Dr. Fitch, is a significant
part of his glory, but intellect
may lead to rationalization
as well as reason.
Love Is Ultimate
Despite imperfections, love
remains the ultimate atainment of man
“ Compare
this.’’ says Fitch, “ to the ‘cool

sex’ of the beatnik The beat
nik is afraid of love — he de
grades it, he runs away from
it. To play it safe, he does
n ’t fall in love with woman,
child, God, country, or beau
ty for fear he’ll be hurt.” But
this is not Christian love
Love according to St. Paul,
states Fitch, demands trust,
honor, and loyalty. It implies
reason, but is greater than
reason.
Immortal Soul
Man's u l t i m a t e destiny,
however, reaches b e y o n d
earthly love. Man has an
immortal soul, an eternal des
tiny which reaches beyond
earth. Fitch notes that con
temporary humanists are ob
sessed with death; they ask
why one should be brave for
nothing. The humanists see
life as terminal. The Chris
tian, believing in his eternal
destiny, can see beyond this
narrow view.
Indeed, says Fitch, man is
worth saving
These four
qualities of man — free will,
reason, love, and immortal
soul — lift man above the
state of vegetable and life
above the state of the “ gar
bage pail.” "M an is still a
child of God linked with the
image of his Creator.”
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f o o Sfwosh, Scof» This Weekend

Vikes Drop 2 More;
Ungrodt Scores 42
By J E F F K N O X
Over the past weekend, the Vikes suffered their
twelfth and thirteenth straight conference losses of
the year to Grinnell and Coe. Both games were close,
65-58 to Grinnell, and 70-68 to Coe. Only the inability
of the Vikes to hit in the clutch prevented them from
winning the two games. Joel Ungrodt was the top
point producer over the weekend with 42 points, twen
ty-one in each of the games, Ungrodt also was nom
inated for all-State small college honors in a recent
poll of state coaches.
This weekend the Vikes
travel to Monmouth and Knox
to meet t h e two Illinois
schools. Both clubs, of course,
hold victories over the lowly
Vikes, but an upset looms as
a likely possibility in one of
the games. The Monmouth
Scots currently are one of the
top teams in the conference
and are led by one of the
league’s top point producers,
Jerry Mell.
Knox, olw* of the second
division clubs, holds only two
MWC wins and should be a
prime target for an upset if
the Vikes can put two good
halves of college basketball
together
On Friday night, the I^awrence Vikings dropped their
12th straight conference loss
65-58 to the Grinnell Pioneers.
The game was sloppily play
ed by both teams. The only
reason the score was so close
was the poor shooting of
George Gray and Bob Musser for Grinnell. Had these
two been hitting at their nor
m al rate, the score would
have approached a rout.
Ungrodt regained some of
the scoring polish that he had
lost over the previous week
end and led the Vikes with
21 points, although he made
only one of four free throw
attempts. Groser, who played
a fine first half, added 11
points, and Jim Jordan, ex
periencing one of his rare
«•old nights, was able to get
only ten Sundell, playing a
fine first half against the Vi
king zone, led the Pioneers
with 16 points. Ashy added 11
points, and Jim Mifflin came
off the bench to score 9 The
Vikes did hold Musser and
Gray to just 8 and 7 points
respectively
A great second half rally by
the Vikings on Saturday, Feb
10 fell just two points and
eight seconds short as the
Coe Kohawks nipped I jiw
rente 70 68 For the Vikes it

was conference loss number
13 in a row.
Both Ungrodt and Jordan
»cored twenty-one point» for
the Vikes. Just added a need
ed 16 markers.

Adenwalla to Open
New Lecture Series
Monday Afternoon
Minoo D. Adenwalla, assist
ant professor of government,
will speak on the role of the
British parliament in the In
dian independence movement
at 4:15 in the Art Center on
Monday, February 19
Ad
enwalla s remarks will be
made at this semester’s in
itial meeting of the Social
Science Seminar.
According to Norman Tay
lor. assistant professor of
economics and one of the
sponsors of the Seminar ser
ies, the purpose of the series
is to give individuals who are
working in the social sciences
a platform to discuss the
ways they are attacking prob
lems in their fields. Students
as well as faculty members
are invited to attend the Sem
inar, and all present may con
tribute their views. Mr. Tay
lor emphasized the point that
students should feel free to
participate in the discussions.
In order to encourage great
er discussion, the meetings
of the Social Science Seminar
have been moved to a semi
nar room in the Art Center.
Approximately two meetings
will be held every month on
Monday afternoons.
Last semester, Mr. Taylor,
Mr. H. Schneider, Mr. Riker.
and Tom Weber spoke on pro
jects they have been working
on in their various fields.
This semester, in addition to
Mr. Adenwalla, Mr. Olson,
Mr. Wenzlau, Mr. Dana, and
Miss Janet A n s o r g e are
scheduled to address the Sem
inar.

Expert Hair Styling is Yours

at

BUET0W ☆ Beauty Shop

225 E. College Avenue

Dial 4-2121

TICKETS ON SALE FOR
“ D EA R L IA R ”
“ Dear L iar,” starring
Jerome Kilty and Cavada
Humphrey, w i l l be pre
sented at 8:30 Saturday
night in Stansbury Thea
ter. Tickets are on sale at
the ticket office for $3.50

French Film Shows
Salem W itch Trials
The Crucible, French film
version of Arthur Miller's
drama of the Salem witch
trials, will be presented Sun
day, Feb. 19, at Stansbury
theater. Showings will be
held at 1:30 and 7:30.
Screen play and dialogue
for the cinema adaptation of
M iller’s play were written by
Jean-Paul Sartre. Heading an
able cast are Simone Signoret and Yves Montand. The
film is in French dialogue
with English subtitles.
In its retelling of the infa- ,
mous trials of 1692, The Cru
cible illustrates the unwhole
some corruption and degen
eration of reason into hyster
ia in a painfully restricted so
cial group which occurs when
a few children accuse women
of bewitching them. The vil
Joe Lubenow hoists Paul Cromheecke on his should
lage of Salem as it was in
ers after the heavyweight pinned his opponent to give
1692 was recreated for the
film after exhaustive histori the Vikings an 18-17 win over Grinnell last Friday.
cal research; yet, the theme
of moral and social degenera
tion remains timeless.

Vike Hockey Squad
Holds Second Spot
An unheralded sextet of
Lawrentians currently holds
the number two spot in the
Appleton Becreation depart
ment hockey lead. The squad
coached by Colin Frykman,
is sponsored by Berggren’s
Sport Shop and the Lawrence
athletic department.
Leading the team in scor
ing is ace Bob Duncan, who
has added seven goals to his
credit thus far. Clem Herschel is the high man in the
assist department with five.
Other members are Mike
Thomson, Boger Nichol, Pete
Segal, Chuck Schalk. Ben
Tilghman. Tim Noble, and
goalie Denny Walsh.
The team plays its games
on the Jones Rink, across
from the AAL building.

S Y L V E S T E R & N IE L S E N , Inc.
30» E. College Ave.

Appleton, Wl«.

Pharm aceuticals

P iz z a
Nino s
rizzarla
F R E E D E L IV E R Y
C all R E gent 9*2344

for pickup
1306 N. Appleton St.

For DISTINCTIVE
MERCHANDISE
Treasure Box
G ift Shop
We welcome you to come
in and browse
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P R E S C R I P T I O N

P H A R M A C Y

" T V Pharmacy Nearest to Cam pos"
204 E. College Avenue
Appleton, Wisconsin

For Reservations C all 4-2611

Ad
I

O rVV W O A 4
MOTOR HOTEL

»

Start the Semester RIGHT!
NOW

NOW

in each medium and large pizza there is a coupon
. . . save 12 of these and get a F R E E P IZ Z A

313 E. College Ave.

BELLING

Contact Appleton’s NEW EST and FINEST Hotel
For New Ideas in HO SPIT A LIT Y

NOW
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The Best in

Expecting Y our Parents
for the Weekend?

Take a P J J Z A

“ A ppleton’s Finest”
For the BEST BUYS in SCHOOL SU PPLIES, ART
and DRAFTING MATERIALS

Saturday. February 17, 1962

3L a to t m t i e n

M E N U
Large Medium Small
$1.80
$1.35
$ .95
2.25
Cheese and Sausage
1.75
1.10
2.25
Cheese and Anchovie
1.75
1.10
Cheese and Pepperoni
2.25
1.75
1.10
Cheese and Mushroom
2.25
1.75
1.10
Cheese and Shrimp
2.25
1.75
1.10
2.25
Cheese and Tana
1.75
1.10
(Add 15c for G R E E N P E P P E R S —Onions Free)
Type

Louarti’s ‘Valley* Special
Pix*a, loaded with cheese, sausage, mushroom,
onions, etc...............................
YOU NAME IT!
Large—$3.25
Medium—$2.75
Small—$1.65
Enjoy a Crisp Green Salad ..........................................25c

Dial 8-4141 or 8-4142
OPEN 4:60 P.M .—1:0« A.M.

Free Delivery

/ta Louartis
PIZZA G A RD EN
404 E. Kimberly Are. — Kimberly

